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The main purpose of this paper is to investigate both the columnar to equiaxed transition and
primary dendritic arm spacings of Al-3wt.%Si alloy during the horizontal directional solidification.
The transient heat transfer coefficient at the metal-mold interface is calculated based on comparisons
between the experimental thermal profiles in castings and the simulations provided by a finite difference
heat flow program. Simulated curve of the interfacial heat transfer coefficient was used in another
numerical solidification model to determine theoretical values of tip growth rates, cooling rates and
thermal gradients that are associated with both columnar to equiaxed transition and primary dendritic
arm spacings. A good agreement was observed between the experimental values of these thermal
variables and those numerically simulated for the alloy examined. A comparative analysis is carried
out between the experimental data of this work and theoretical models from the literature that have
been proposed to predict the primary dendritic spacings. In this context, this study may contribute
to the understanding of how to manage solidification operational parameters aiming at designing the
microstructure of Al-Si alloys.
Keywords: columnar to equiaxed transition, primary dendritic spacing, directional solidification,
unsteady-state conditions, Al-Si alloys

1. Introduction
The fundamental understanding of the relationship
between solidification parameters and the resulting structure
is essential for the development of methods for quality
castings. As a consequence, it is critical for industrial
applications to know the physical mechanisms that control
the solidification process to improve the efficiency and
performance of materials.
On the whole, the macrostructure of cast ingots consists
of three different zones: the chill, columnar, and equiaxed
zones. The origin of each one has been the subject of
intense experimental and theoretical investigation because
of the well-known correlation between grain structures and
mechanical properties. The three zones may or may not
be present in particular cases. The macrostructure of cast
ingots has been of interest of researchers for many years,
but, despite this interest, neither the macrostructure of an
ingot can be predicted, nor there is any clear agreement
on how the columnar to equiaxed transformation (CET)
actually occurs. The CET has been reported to be
dependent on thermal conditions associated with the casting
process, including alloy system, alloy composition, melt
superheat, mold temperature, mold material, heat-transfer
coefficients at the metal-mold interface, cooling rate,
*e-mail: otvrocha@oi.com.br

casting size, melt convection, transport of solute, and the
concentration of nucleating particles, some of which vary
with time and position during solidification1,2. Although
many experiments3-5, analytical methods6-8 and numerical
simulations9-11 of this process have been carried out in recent
years, the mechanism of CET is still not clear.
Dendritic growth is perhaps the most frequently
observed phenomenon during the solidification whose
morphology is characterized by primary (λ1), secondary
(λ2) and tertiary (λ3) dendrite arm spacings. As the fluid
flow in the interdendritic channels depends on these dendrite
arm spacings, it is important to know the variation of these
parameters during the solidification process to analyze
microsegregation pattern which influences for instance the
homogenization kinetics, ultimate tensile strength, ductility,
toughness and yield tensile strenght of solidified alloys12-13.
It is well known that dendrite fineness can be of even more
importance than the grain size for the improvement of
mechanical properties. Therefore, these structures can be
considered as an important object of investigation with
respect to the directional solidification of metallic alloys.
A number of directional solidification studies have
been reported in the last decades to point out the effect of
microstructure upon the mechanical properties, and different
approaches and equations have been used with the purpose
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of modeling both theoretically and experimentally the
primary and secondary dendrite arm spacings as a function
of alloy solute concentration (CO), transient metal-mold heat
transfer coefficient (hi), tip growth rate (VL), temperature
gradient (GL) ahead of the macroscopic solidification front,
tip cooling rate (TR) in the melt, type of mold and melt
superheat14-25. Most studies have shown that for steady
or unsteady growth conditions, the primary dendrite arm
spacings decrease as the solidification rate or temperature
gradient increases; however, there is no agreement in the
literature regarding the effect of the alloy solute content on
primary spacings. It has been reported in the majority of
cases that these spacings increase as CO (for hypoeutetic
alloys) increases for both steady and unsteady growth
conditions.
Dendritic growth is controlled by the complex interplay
of thermal, solutal, capillary, crystallographic anisotropy,
thermodynamics and kinetics properties which occur
on different length scales. This has led to an extensive
theoretical and experimental study of the relationship
between microstructure and solidification conditions.
Because of the complexity of dendritic growth, analytical
theories deal only with steady-state dendrite tip kinetics
and only those theoretical models proposed by Hunt-Lu14
(primary dendritic arm) and Bouchard-Kirkaldy16,17 (primary
and secondary dendritic arms) are supposed to encompass
the dendritic growth in the unsteady-state regime. It has been
observed, however, that these predictive theoretical models
did not generate the experimental observations concerning
the unsteady-state solidification of Al-Cu and Sn-Pb alloys20.
The insertion of analytical expressions for VL and TR into
experimental equations has been proposed in order to
establish experimental formulae that relate cellular19,22 and
dendritic20,23 spacings with the unsteady-state solidification
variables. On the other hand, various numerical methods
including cellular automata26-28, front-tracking methods29-31,
phase field techniques32-34 and level set methods35-36 have
been developed to study the growth of dendrites.
The gravity effects in relation to the CET and dendritic
growth have been investigated with the chill placed in
general on the bottom or top of the mold. In the case of
vertical upward directional solidification, the influence
of the convection is minimized when solute is rejected
for the interdendritic regions, providing the formation of
an interdendritic liquid denser than the global volume of
liquid metal. When the process is carried out vertically
downward, the system provides the melt convection which
arises during the process. In the horizontal unidirectional
solidification, when the chill is placed on the side of
the mold, the convection in function of the composition
gradients in the liquid always occurs. An interesting feature
of the horizontal configuration is the gradient of solute
concentration and density in vertical direction because
solute-rich liquid falls down whereas free solvent-crystals
rise due to buoyancy force. Moreover, there will also be
a vertical temperature gradient in the sample as soon as
a thermosolutal convection roll emerges. In spite of these
particular physical characteristics, only a few studies have
reported these important effects of melt convection and
direction of growth on CET and dendrite arm spacings for
this particular case.
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It is well established that Al-Si alloys provide the most
significant part of all shaped castings manufactured. This
is mainly due to the outstanding effect of silicon in the
improvement of casting characteristics, combined with
other physical properties such as mechanical properties and
corrosion resistance. Silicon is one of the most significant
alloying elements incorporated in aluminium alloys. Its
addition is to improve castability, fluidity, reduce shrinkage
and to render superior mechanical properties37. In general,
an optimum range of silicon content can be assigned to
casting processes. For slow cooling rate processes (sand,
plaster, investment), the range is 5-7wt.%, for permanent
molds 7-9wt.% and for die castings 8-12wt.%38. These alloys
are used in engineering components that are supposed to be
exposed to critical wear conditions, such as engine parts,
cylinder blocks and heads, pistons, water-cooled jackets,
etc. Aluminum alloys with silicon contents as low as 2%
have been used for casting, but silicon content usually
is between 5 and 13%. As an example of commercial
compositions based on Al-3wt.Si alloy it can be mentioned
the Al-4wt.Cu-3wt.Si ternary alloy that can be used in the
manufacture of valve bodies and similar castings requiring
pressure tightness and other applications where good casting
characteristics, good weldability, pressure tightness, and
moderate strength are required39.
The works proposed in the literature to analyze the CET
and λ1 profiles have shown that these variables are strongly
influenced on the direction of solidification with respect to
gravity. The microstructural development of hypoeutectic
Al-Si alloys, as well as dendritic experimental growth laws
have been reported in the literature, however, as reviewed,
rares studies have reported influences of thermal parameters
(VL, TR and GL) on these structural variables during the
horizontal unsteady-state directional solidification of
alloys. In this context, this study may contribute to a better
understanding of the thermal characteristics and processes
occurred in the Al-Si alloys. The achieved results can be
used for liquid metal processing in science and industry
aiming at designing of a required alloy microstructure and
mechanical properties of Al-Si alloys.
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate both
the columnar to equiaxed transition and primary dendritic
arm spacings of Al-3wt.%Si hypoeutectic alloy during the
horizontal directional solidification in unsteady-state heat
flow conditions. A numerical solidification model is used
to determine theoretical values of VL, TR and GL that are
associated with both columnar to equiaxed transformation
and primary dendritic arm spacings. The experimental
data concerning the columnar to equiaxed transition and
primary spacings are related with these solidification thermal
variables and experimental growth equations are derived. A
comparative analysis is carried out between the experimental
results of this work and theoretical models from the literature
that have been proposed to predict the primary dendritic
spacings concerning the horizontal directional solidification
of Al-3wt.%Si alloy.

2. Experimental Procedure
The experimental setup used to achieve directional
solidification of Al-3 wt.%Si alloy, shown in Figure 1,
was designed at the Federal Institute of Education, Science
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and Technology of Pará, Brazil. It was designed in such
a way that the heat was extracted only through a watercooled system placed in the lateral mold wall, promoting
horizontal directional solidification. A stainless steel mold
used was110 mm long, 70 mm wide, 60 mm high and 3 mm
thick. The lateral inner mold walls were covered with a layer
of insulating alumina and the upper part of the mold was
closed with refractory material to minimize heat losses from
the mold to a minimum. The thermal contact condition at the
metal-mold interface was also standardized with the heatextracting surface being polished. Continuous temperature
measurements were made during solidification at different
positions in the casting and the data were acquired
automatically. For the measurements, a set of five fine type
K thermocouples accurately located with respect to the
metal-mold interface was used, as shown by the schematic
representation presented in Figure 1. The thermocouples
were calibrated at the melting point of aluminum, exhibiting
fluctuations of about 1.0 °C, were connected by a data
acquisition system and were stored on a computer. The
thermocouples were sheathed in 1.6 mm diameter steel
tubes, and positioned at 5, 10, 15, 30 and 50 mm from
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the heat-extracting surface. Previous measurements of
the temperature field were carried out confirming that the
described experimental apparatus fulfills the requirement of
a unidirectional heat flow in horizontal direction.
Experiments were carried out with Al-3wt.%Si
hypoeutectic alloy. The chemical compositions of metals
that were used to prepare the alloy investigated are those
reported in Table 1. The thermophysical properties of this
alloy are summarized in Table 2. The alloy was melted in
situ and starting melt superheat, chosen in order to favor
the columnar to equiaxed transition, was standardized in
10% above the liquidus temperature using an electrical
furnace whose heaters had their power controlled in order
to permit the desired superheat to be achieved. Approaching
the superheat temperature, the mold was taken from the
heater and set immediately on a water-cooled stainless
steel chill. Water circulated through this cooling jacket
keeping the stainless steel plate during the solidification
at a constant temperature of about 25°C and thus inducing
a longitudinal heat transfer from the mold. Solidification
occurred dendritically from the lateral chill surface, forming
a columnar structure. The ingots were sectioned along

Figure 1. Furnace schematic showing thermocouples located at different positions from the metal-cooling chamber interface.

Table 1. Chemical compositions (wt. pct) of metals used to prepare the Al-3wt.%Si alloy.
Metal

Al

Fe

Ni

Si

P

Ca

Ti

Zn

Ga

V

Cu

Al
Si

99.707
0.109

0.176
0.316

0.006
0.010

0.062
99.596

0.010

0.021

0.009
0.046

0.007
-

0.012
-

0.011
-

0.005
-
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Table 2. Casting material used for experimentation and the corresponding thermophysical properties4.
Properties

Thermal
conductivity

Specific
heat

Density

Latent
Gibbs–
Solute
Solidus
Liquidus Partition Liquidus
heat of
Thomson
diffusivity
temperature temperature coefficient
slope
fusion
coefficient

KS [W/m.K] cS [J/kg.K] ρS [kg/m3]
(solid)
(solid)
(solid)
L [J/kg] D [m2/s]
KL [W/m.K] cL [J/kg.K] ρL [kg/m3]
(liquid)
(liquid)
(liquid)
121
963
2695
389187 3 x 10-9
Al‑3wt.%Si
91
1084
2385
Symbol/
units

its longitudinal direction, which is parallel to both the
sample axis and the direction of solidification. After this,
the metallographic specimens were mechanically polished
with abrasive papers and subsequently etched with an
acid solution composed of 5 mL H2O, 60 mL HCl, 30 mL
HNO3 and 5 mL HF to reveal the macrostructures. Etching
was performed at a temperature between 30 °C and 35 °C
during approximately 10 minutes. The position of the CET
was clearly delineated by visual observation and optical
microscopy on the etched surface and its distance from the
side of the sample was measured.
Selected transverse (perpendicular to the growth
direction) sections of the directionally solidified specimens
at 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 mm from the metal-mold
interface were electropolished and etched with a solution
of 5% HF in water for micrograph examination. Image
processing system Olympus BX51 and Image Tool (IT)
software were used to measure primary arm spacings
(about 20 independent readings for each selected position,
with the average taken to be the local spacing) and their
distribution range. The method used for measuring the
primary arm spacing on the transverse section was the
triangle method18,20.
In this study, the results of experimental thermal
analysis were compared with theoretical values given by a
finite difference heat flow model40,41 to determine hi profile.
This method is supported by temperature measurements at
known locations inside the heat conducting body and makes
a complete mathematical description of the physics of the
process which, at each time step, includes the following: a
suitable initial value of hi is assumed and, with this value, the
temperature of each reference location in casting at the end
of each time interval ∆t is simulated by the numerical model.
The correction in hi at each interaction step is made by a
value ∆hi and new temperatures are estimated [Test (hi + ∆hi)]
or [Test (hi – ∆hi)]. With these values, sensitivity coefficients
(φ) are calculated for each interaction, given by:
φ=

Test ( hi + ∆hi ) – Test ( hi )
∆hi

(1)

The procedure determines the value of h i, which
minimizes an objective function defined by:
n

(

F ( hi ) = ∑ Test – Texp
i =1

)

2

(2)

Γ [m.K]

TS [oC]

TL [oC]

kO

mL
(K/wt pct)

9 x 10-8

577

644

0.13

6

where Test and Texp are the estimated and the experimentally
measured temperatures at various thermocouples locations
and times, and n is the iteration stage. An automatic search
has selected the best theoretical-experimental fit from a
range of transient heat transfer coefficients profiles. The
interfacial heat transfer coefficient has been expressed as a
power function of time, given by the general form hi = C (t)–n
where hi (W/mK), t (s) and C and n are constants which
depend on mold material, superheat and alloy composition.
Simulated hi curve was used in another numerical
solidification model40 in order to determine theoretical values
of VL and TR, which are usually associated with both CET
and primary dendrite arm spacings. The values of thermal
parameters VL and TR are explicitly calculated at each
time increment (0.001 s) of the simulation. Although the
numerical model40,41 employed for hi theoretical estimation
does not take effects on convection in liquid into account,
it was selected from the literature as the most appropriate
model for representing the solidification conditions
considered in this study. Moreover, it has been frequently
used by other authors in researching unidirectional
solidification in horizontal41, downward vertical40,42,43 and
rotary systems44, which produce melt convection effects.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Transient heat transfer coefficient at metalmold interface (hi)
Experimental cooling curves for the five thermocouples
inserted into the casting during solidification of the alloy
investigated in this study are shown in Figure 2. For
determination of the values of hi, the referring thermal
profile to the thermocouple next to the cooled base (5 mm)
was used, position in which eventual heat losses by lateral
walls of the mold is more improbable. Experimental thermal
responses were compared to those simulated numerically
by using transient hi profile which provides best curve
fitting, as shown in Figure 3. The time dependence of
overall hi during the course of experiment of horizontal
directional solidification of hypoeutectic Al-3wt.%Si alloy
in a polished cooled mold is shown in Figure 4. It is noticed
a significant reduction of hi values in the initial instants of
the process, mainly in the first 25 seconds of the total time
of solidification. From this time until the 100 seconds, a
gradual reduction of these values occurs. After this time, the
hi profile remains practically constant until the end of the
solidification. During horizontal directional solidification
the heat transfer coefficient is high in the initial stages of
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solidification as a result of the good surface conformity
between the liquid core and the solidified shell. The mold
expands while solidification progresses due to the absorption
of heat, and the solid metal shrinks during cooling. As
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a consequence, a gap develops at this interface because
pressure becomes insufficient to guarantee a conforming
contact between the surfaces. Once the air gap is created,
the heat transfer across the metal-mold interface decreases
rapidly and a relatively constant value of hi is attained.

3.2. Columnar to equiaxed transition (CET)

Figure 2. Experimental thermal responses of temperature vs.
time for five thermocouples located at different positions from the
metal-cooling chamber interface. TP is the initial melt temperature.

The directionally solidified structure of Al-3wt.%Si
alloy analyzed is shown in Figure 5. The macrostructure
consists of elongated columnar grains aligned approximately
parallel to the heat flow direction, as well as of equiaxed
grains of varying extent and random orientations. The CET
is formed at the shared boundary at which the two zones
meet. Entrapped equiaxed grains are not observed in the
columnar region close to the transition. The basic feature
of the transition shown by the macrostructure is that the
CET is sharp, i.e., there is clear evidence that the structural
transformation has occurred along a plane parallel to the
chill wall because of the high density of rapidly growing
equiaxed grains. The CET has occurred at 68 mm measured
from the metal/cooling chamber interface.

3.3. Solidification thermal parameters (VL, TR,
and GL)

Figure 3. Simulated and measured temperature responses of
thermocouple at position 5 mm from the heat-extracting surface
of Al-3wt.%Si alloy investigated.

It is well known that the primary dendritic arm spacings
are dependent on solidification thermal variables such as VL,
TR, and GL all of which vary with time and position during
solidification. In order to determine more accurate values
of these parameters, the results of experimental thermal
analysis have been used to determine the displacement of
the liquidus isotherm, i.e., the thermocouples readings have
also been used to generate a plot of position from the metal/
mold interface as a function of time corresponding to the
liquidus front passing by each thermocouple. A curve fitting
technique on such experimental points has generated power
functions of position as a function of time. Experimental
positions of liquidus isotherms as a function of time are
shown in Figure 6 compared with the theoretical results
furnished by the numerical solidification model42, which
used the corresponding value of the transient heat-transfer
coefficient presented in Figure 4. A good agreement has been
observed between the experimental results and numerical
values for the alloy Al-3wt.%Si investigated.

Figure 4. Evolution of the metal-mold interfacial heat transfer
coefficient as a function of time.

Figure 5. Solidification macrostructure and the corresponding
CET position (cm).
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The derivative of this function with respect to time
has yielded values for VL. Figure 7 shows a comparison
between experimental and numerical predictions of V L.
The data acquisition system, in which temperature readings
are collected at a frequency of 0.5 s, permits accurate
determination of the slope of the experimental cooling curve.
The TR profile was calculated by considering the thermal
data recorded immediately after the passing of the liquidus
front by each thermocouple whose values are compared with
theoretical predictions furnished by the numerical model42
in Figure 8. Finally, experimental and theoretical results
of GL as a function of position from the chill provided by
the numerical model42 are shown in Figure 9 in which it is
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shown that GL decreases with distance from the metal-mold
interface, as expected. A good agreement can be observed
between the experimental values of VL, TR and GL and those
numerically simulated for the alloy examined. Experimental
and numerical results of VL, TR and GL at CET position are
listed in Table 3. As we can notice, the experimental and
numerical values found for these thermal parameters are
relatively close to each other.

3.4. Primary dendritic arm spacings (λ1)
Figure 10 presents microstructures of cross section of
samples at 10, 30, and 60 mm from metal/mold interface,
showing the primary dendrite arms. The dendrite arm

Figure 6. Experimental position of liquidus isotherm from the
metal-mold interface as function of time.

Figure 8. Tip cooling rate as a function of position from the
metal-mold interface for the Al- 3wt.%Si alloy during horizontal
solidification.

Figure 7. Tip growth rate as a function of position from the
metal-mold interface for the Al- 3wt.%Si alloy during horizontal
solidification.

Figure 9. Temperature gradient as a function of position from the
metal-mold interface for the Al-3wt.%Si alloy during horizontal
solidification.

Table 3. Experimental and numerical results for the solidification thermal parameters associated to the CET position.
CET
Alloy
Al-3wt.%Si

Thermal parameters

position

VL (mm/s)

TR (K/s)

GL(K/mm)

(mm)

Experimental

Numerical

Experimental

Numerical

Experimental

Numerical

68

0.26

0.23

0.44

0.48

1.68

2.09
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spacings were sufficiently distinct to make reasonably
accurate measurements along the casting length. Figure 11
shows the average experimental values of primary dendritic
spacings as a function of distance from the metal-mold
interface obtained in this work. It is observed that these
dendrite arm spacings increase with the distance from
the heat-extracting surface of Al-Si alloy investigated.
In order to correlate the primary dendrite arm spacings
measured from the afore-mentioned microstructures
with solidification thermal variables, they are plotted as a
function of VL and TR in Figures 12 and 13. The average
dendritic spacings along with the standard variation are
presented in these figures, with the lines representing an
experimental power function fit with the experimental
points. It is observed that the use of a water-cooled mold
imposes higher values of tip growth rates and cooling rates
near the casting surface and a decreasing profile along
the casting due to the increasing thermal resistance of the
solidified shell with distance from the cooled surface. This
influence translates to the observed experimental values
of primary dendritic spacings. As shown in Figure 12, the
primary dendrite arm spacing was found to decrease as
the VL is increased. Most of the results from the literature

Figure 11. Primary dendrite arm spacing as a function of distance
from chill for the Al- 3wt.%Si alloy.

Figure 10. Micrographs of unidirectionally solidified Al-3wt.%Si
alloy cross section showing the variation in primary interdendric
spacings with the distance from the cooled stainless steel chill.
(a) Distance from chill 10 mm, (b) Distance from chill 30 mm, and
(c) Distance from chill 60 mm.

Figure 12. Primary dendrite arm spacing as a function of tip growth
rate for the Al- 3wt.%Si alloy.
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Figure 13. Primary dendrite arm spacing as a function of cooling
rate for the Al- 3wt.%Si alloy.

pertaining to λ1 in hypoeutectic alloys also indicate a
decrease in spacing with decreasing VL. Furthermore, a
power law function characterizes the experimental variation
of primary spacings with tip growth rate with an index of
–1.1, i.e. λ1 α VL–1.1. It can be observed in Figure 13 that a
–0.55 power law characterizes the experimental variation
of primary spacings with cooling rate. This is in agreement
with observations reported by Peres et al.4 and Rocha et al.20
that exponential relationships λ 1 = constant(T R) −0.55
best generate the experimental variation of primary
dendritic arms with cooling rate along the unsteady-state
solidification of Al–Si alloys as well as Sn–Pb and Al–Cu
alloys, respectively.
Figure 14 shows the comparisons between the present
experimental results of primary spacings with theoretical
predictions furnished by unsteady-state predictive models:
Hunt–Lu’s model14 and Bouchard–Kirkaldy’s model16,17,
with a calibration factor a1 = 250 for Al–Si alloys, as
suggested by these authors17. It can be seen that both models
underestimate the primary spacings. The experimental
values, however, are close to the upper limit of Hunt–Lu’s
model. The predicted dendritic spacings calculated for
unsteady solidification by Hunt-Lu’s and BouchardKirkaldy’s models are subjected to deviations caused
mainly by the unaccounted diffusion relaxations and coring
reductions for primary spacings17. Other uncertainties such
as thermophysical properties can also affect the calculated
results. Furthermore, the assumptions that the partition
coefficients and the liquidus slope are constant throughout
the entire solidification range is quite inaccurate for some
binary systems. All these uncertainties, therefore, must
be considered when comparing experimental results to
those calculated20. Finally, it should be emphasized that
the Hunt-Lu’s and Bouchard-Kirkaldy’s models have been
proposed with a view to characterize dendrite arm spacings
during solidification processes in which the latent heat is
extracted unidirectionally from metal-mold system. In the
horizontal directional solidification, however, there will
also be a vertical temperature gradient in the metal liquid.
Therefore, the phenomenon of solidification in this case
can be considered as two-dimensional which promotes
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Figure 14. Comparison of experimental and theoretical primary
dendrite arm spacings as a function of cooling rate for the Al3wt.%Si alloy in unsteady-state horizontal directional solidification.

the occurrence of physical effects in liquid (growth
kinetics of the dendrites, dendrite arm spacings, formation
of interdendritic liquid, dendrite arm detachment and
fragmentation, thermosolutal convection and equiaxed grain
density) quite different from those observed during upward
and downward vertical solidification

4. Conclusions
The following major conclusions can be drawn from
this study, where Al-3wt.%Si alloy has been directionally
solidified under unsteady-state heat flow conditions:
• The present theoretical–experimental investigation
was capable of predicting satisfactorily the heat
transfer coefficient at metal–mold interface during
horizontal directional solidification of Al–3wt.%Si
alloy in a stainless steel mold with the thermal contact
condition at the heat extracting surface being polished
cooled. This coefficient can be expressed as a power
function of time, given by hi = 3800(t)–0.38 W/m2K;
• For this case, the basic feature of the CET is that the
transition is sharp, i.e., the CET occurs along a plane
parallel to the chill wall because of the high density
of rapidly growing equiaxed grains. The CET has
occurred for a tip growth rate, for a tip cooling rate
and for a thermal gradient in the melt of about 0.26
mm/s, 0.44 K/s and 1.68 K/mm, respectively;
• The experimental results were compared with
theoretical predictions furnished by a numerical
model and a good agreement was observed between
experimental and simulated solidification thermal
variables. Thus, the experimental equations proposed
are capable of representing quite approximately the
solidification thermal variables VL, TR and GL as a
function of position from the metal-mold interface;
• Primary dendrite arm spacings were observed to
decrease as the tip growth rate or the tip cooling rate
increased. A power law function characterizes the
experimental variation of primary spacings with tip
growth rate with an index of –1.1 as well as a –0.55
power law characterizes the experimental variation
of primary spacings with cooling rate;
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• The theoretical primary spacing models by HuntLu and Bouchard–Kirkaldy did not generate the
experimental observations concerning the unsteadystate solidification of the Al-Si alloy examined. The
dendritic primary spacing experimental scatter is not
included inside the range of minimum and maximum
λ1 values predicted by Hunt–Lu’s model. Bouchard–
Kirkaldy model’s predictions underestimate the
experimental points.
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